
Your outcomes with Ontinue SecOps 
Cost Optimization

Manage Ongoing Data Costs 
for Maximum Cost Efficiency

Modern security programs track a staggering amount of 

data — from endpoints, servers, IoT devices and more — 

and CISOs must balance the cost of security programs with 

the need to minimize risk and vulnerability. For organizations 

who choose to standardize on the Microsoft security 

product portfolio, Microsoft Sentinel costs are at the center 

of this balancing act. 

Ontinue Can Save Organizations as 
Much as 50% on Data Costs
Ontinue SecOps Cost Optimization capabilities enable 

customers to predict, optimize, and manage their Microsoft 

Sentinel spend without compromising security. Built into 

the Ontinue ION MXDR service, Ontinue’s cost optimization 

capabilities include:

Ontinue SecOps Cost Optimization Calculator:  
Ontinue’s proprietary tool that projects Microsoft Sentinel 

costs optimized for security and value, based on each 

customer’s environment and our log ingestion  

best practices.

Ontinue ION Cost Management for Microsoft Sentinel: 
A combination of automated dashboards and human 

expertise that enables regular monitoring and tuning of 

Microsoft Sentinel ingestion for maximum cost efficiency, 

delivered as a part of Ontinue ION MXDR.

Ontinue Cost Anomaly Detection: 
Active monitoring and alerting on deviations in Microsoft 

Sentinel costs based on user-defined thresholds so 

organizations can respond to data spikes before they turn 

into unexpected bills at the end of the month.

Save ~50% per year on average without 
compromising security  
Maximize SecOps cost efficiency with 

Ontinue ION MXDR by optimizing your 

Microsoft Sentinel data ingestion strategy

Adopt Microsoft Sentinel with confidence 
Whether you are considering adopting 

Microsoft Sentinel for the first time or you 

are a long-time Sentinel user, Ontinue will 

help you predict, optimize, and manage 

your Sentinel costs

Get Started Today
For more information, contact your Ontinue Sales representative and bring us into the conversation.

REQUEST A DEMO

Optimize Data Ingestion in 3 Steps:
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Monitor: Gain continuous visibility into Sentinel 

cost and data usage including automated alerts 

of data ingestion spikes, allowing you to address 

changes in cost over time.

Manage: Adjust your data ingestion strategy as 

needed, and your Cyber Advisor regularly provides 

tuning and optimization recommendations.

Optimize: Our security experts provide an optimized 

estimate of your projected Sentinel costs based on 

your environment and our best practices.

https://get.ontinue.com/demo-request/

